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@tburages

This thread contains images with passages from the
Mueller Report. I will add new ones as I create them. 
 
If you want, share them on Facebook, Instagram, print on
fliers or t-shirts or postcards.  
 
I want to show America what's in that report.
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I plan on using this one to reply to FB posts that disparage Hillary Clinton and

originate from questionable accounts. 

 

#MuellerReport #IRA #InformationWarfare
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Another good one for replies to those FB friends who share politically inflammatory

memes from dubious accounts.  

 

(i.e., all the deliberately provocative anti-abortion propaganda from the past few

weeks.) 

 

#MuellerReport #InformationWarfare #IRA

#MuellerReport #GRU

#MuellerReport #GRU
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#MuellerReport #Kushner #Simes #TrumpForeignPolicyTeam #CNI

Ten days after Jared sought out Dmitri Simes for his assistance in finding

"experienced foreign policy professionals," they spoke again - just after Trump named

the foreign policy team. 

 

They had an in-person meeting just a few days later. 

 

#MuellerReport #CNI #Kushner #Simes

Kushner went to a pro-Russia think tank to craft Trump's foreign policy towards

Russia. 

 

#MuellerReport #CNI #Kushner #Simes
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Richard Burt is a board member of LetterOne - which is connected to Alfa Bank. 

 

And THESE GUYS wrote Trump's Russia foreign policy. 

 

#MuellerReport #Simes #CNI #RichardBurt

When Donnie met Sergei. 

 

#MuellerReport #Simes #CNI #PaulSaunders #Kislyak

Jared Kushner went directly to a Russian-American think tank to develop Trump's

foreign policy.  

 

They met *throughout 2016* to refine Trump's pro-Russia policy - at the same time

the Russian military was attacking Trump's opponent.  
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#MuellerReport #Simes #Kushner #CNI

Papadopoulos: "The Russian government has an open invitation by Putin for Mr.

Trump to meet him when he is ready." 

 

Also Papadopoulos: "How dare the FBI investigate my secret wheelings and dealings

with Russians! Spygate!" 

 

#MuellerReport #Papadopoulos #StephenMiller

During the 2016 election Papadopoulos bragged that the Russian government told

the Trump Campaign that the Kremlin could help them win. 

 

#MuellerReport #Papadopoulos #Mifsud
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We're in Bizarro World. The U.S. attorney general is investigating "Spygate," which is

strangely NOT when the Trump campaign was sharing their data with ACTUAL

Russian spies.

Nothing to see here. Just the Trump campaign manager giving his Russian spy

handler a briefing on the campaign.  

 

#TheMuellerReport #Manafort #Kilimnik

@PaulManafort "PART OF Russia and its government's support for Mr. Trump." 

 

Why wasn't Jr's response, "WHAT? The Russian government is supporting my

father? What are the other 'PARTS' of that support?" 

 

This email proves the Trump family not only KNEW of that support. They were

EXPECTING it.
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• • •

@PaulManafort @GoldstoneRob @DonaldJTrumpJr Alternate reality Don Jr:  

 

"Thanks Rob, but this is inappropriate. We wouldn't accept help from Russia - or any

other government - to win an election. That would be unpatriotic." 

 

[then alternate Don Jr. proceeds to report the contact to the FBI]. 

 

#MuellerReport
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